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No War with Iran! Money for Human 

Needs, Not Endless Wars! - – Lucy Lewis 
Ever since the Trump administration pulled the US out of 
the JCPOA (Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action) nuclear 

deal and imposed crippling new economic sanctions 
against Iran, tensions have steadily increased between 
the US and Iran.  With the Trump-ordered assassination 
of Iran’s General Qaasm Soleimani the situation has 
become even more dangerous, threatening an ever-
broadening conflict in the Middle East.   Rallies and 
demonstrations have already been held across the state 
and nation and more are planned, condemning this 
unauthorized attack and demanding No War with Iran!  
Bring All the Troops Home!  
 

Triangle WILPF organized a community vigil on January 8 
to call for peace and to a halt of these aggressive actions 
that could cost the lives of countless Iranians, Iraqis and 
Americans as well as others caught up in the violence.  
More than 50 community and campus members rallied 
at Peace and Justice Plaza in Chapel Hill, historic site of 
so many protests against the endless wars that the US is 
waging.   WILPF was joined by the Orange County Peace 

Coalition, Veterans for Peace, Hillsborough Progressives 
Taking Action, members of the Community Church 
UUCH, Binkley Baptist, Friends Meeting and other 
congregations, and anti-racist activists from Pittsboro.   
NC State Rep. Verla Insko, Anna Richards, president of 
the Chapel Hill-Carrboro NAACP, and long-time WILPF 
member Ruth Zalph addressed the crowd.  WILPF 
members circulated petitions to our NC Congressional 
delegation, "We support legislation that will prevent the 
offensive use of the military in Iran without prior 
congressional authorization" as well as phone numbers 
for protestors to call.   
 

As we go to press, the status of related Congressional 
action and further actions by the Trump administration 
are unclear.  WILPF will continue to monitor the situation 
and work with the community to make our voices heard.  
For more information,  For more info, you can go to the 
national website – www.nowarwithiran.org put together 
by MoveOn, Win Without War, Jewish Voice For Peace 
and others.  Code Pink also has a good website   
https://www.codepink.org/ 
What You Can Do: 

• Continue to let Congress know we oppose 
further attacks and escalation in Iran and Middle 
East; bring all the troops home; support money 
for jobs, healthcare and education, not wars  

- Cong. David Price: 919-967-7924 (CH); 1-202-
225-1784 (DC) 

- Sen. Richard Burr: 1-202-224-3154 (DC) 
- Sen. Thom Tillis: 1-202-224-6342 (DC) 

• Join demos and actions called by other 
local/national groups 

• Carry signs, No War with Iran, or similar 
messages, at HKonJ Feb. 8 and other events   

 

Never Again! -- Brenda Hines  
On November 24, Never Again Action, Down Home North 
Carolina and Siembra organized a protest in Alamance County 
to protest illegal detention of immigrant and Sheriff Terry 
Johnson’s contract with ICE.  The rally, attended by hundreds 
of area residents, included a number of WILPF members.  
WILPEer Sonia Prahboodesai was among 9 people arrested for 
civil disobedience that day – her next court date is Feb. 11.  
WILPF member Brenda Hines gave the following speech as a 
member of Down Home NC at the rally.  Down Home is a multi-

Photo credit Liz Wildermann - Libby Johnson, Sue Merris with banner 
banner 
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racial organizing project to lift the power and voice of the poor 
and working folks in rural and small-town communities.)   
 

“Let the words of my mouth and the meditations of my 
heart be acceptable, O Lord, in thy sight, my strength and 
redeemer.” 
 

We are living in perilous times.  How do I express to you 
how dangerous these times are right before our eyes?  How 
can I express to you how we are losing ourselves as humans 
– with dignity! Humans are creative and resilient creatures.  
However, this economic and political system that we live 
under in these United States, is or has, rapidly diminished 
us humans as humans!   
 

When the top one percent, which is only about 11 persons 
or families in this country hold the wealth of more than half 
and the total sum of those us t the bottom – thereby can 
hire or buy off the middle or upper middle to carry out their 
interest – making the rest of us think we were lucky to be 
employed, if we are, at whatever pay.  Over 48% of 
Americans live at or below this governmental statistical 
poverty line – with less chance of a real education.  The less 
critical thinking we develop the less we think about the 
going ons of our surroundings – like why no one has 
stepped up to running against this sheriff? Are we that 
fearful- systemic racism-systemic poverty. This is also 
where voter suppression comes in – this fear does not yield 
democracy.       
 

In order for Never Again, we have to elect humans that will 
fight and stand for the human good of all citizens – not 
allow an educational facilities to become molded and 
dilapidated, creating an environment uncaring versus 
giving 2.3 million dollars to law enforcement to round 
persons strictly on human skin tone- no proof of crime 
committed.  Local law enforcement has become the judge 
and jury and the decision maker of what some humans are 
worth monetarily (the bail system).  All the sheriff had to 
say is “they” and was granted his program. 
 

Why Kavanaugh placement was passed – to continue such 
Supreme Court rulings of 1987 in which “Stanley went to 
the press and called for a Nuremberg-style trial to 
prosecute the scientists in his mistreatment, his claims 
were rejected in a callous decision written by Antonin Scalia 
that effectively relegated the rights of these soldiers and 
veterans to a category alongside rats and rabbits.  The court 
ruled that Stanley’s damages were incident to service “in 
the military and therefore had no basis.  Mr. Stanley’s 
reaction to the decision which he told to the Orlando 
Sentinel – “If you run tests on soldiers, you don’t have to 

answer to anybody.”  You see Mr. Stanley, every 
Wednesday over four weeks was handed a cup of water 
secretly infused with LSD and told to drink it in 1958.    
 

 

What I am trying to describe is not new in the his/ 
herstory of these United States.  Since the birth of this 
country- the cycle of violence towards other humans: first 
the almost annihilation of the indigenous humans who 
were already here, enslave humans from another part of 
this earth as object-commodity.  Racism born.  Other 
humans duped still based on skin tone into thinking they 
could escape the inhumane conditions we are facing 
today.  Again, over 48 percent of Americans live in 
poverty.  The Lord gives us the sunshine, and the water 
(which is 2/3 of the earth).  But some humans in power of 
this economic and political system thinks it is ok to pollute 
our waters and this land for their individual prosperity.  
This puts a price on living and even dying – this is why we 
need healthcare for all at no cost, no restrictions to any 
human.  While we have the opportunity to talk “freely” to 
one another, let’s get busy doing so.  Let’s break the mold 
of individualism by talking to our neighbors while we can 
let’s engage each other on what a different human world 
could be.  Let’s keep the lines of communication open and 
transparent – we must build real trust – we must educate 
one another- not hold on to knowledge for individual gain 
when we collectively we can push humankind and 
democracy forward beyond our own individual 
imaginations.  The present two- party system does not 
work for most Americans no matter the skin tone. 
 

I fear if we do not take the time now to talk to one another 
no- martial law will be blatantly enforced on the poorest of 
us, our every footstep will be brutally questioned (which is 
already happening to some extent).  Never Again – more 
than the obvious- not all of us can assimilate based on skin 
tone.        
 

Photo credit Elena Ceberio 
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Climate Strikes Continue –Emily Keel     
WILPF was active in the first Global Climate Strike on 
September 20 in Raleigh with a Penny Poll table where 
people could “vote” their funding priorities with pennies.   
Jean Chapman, Liz Evans, Lori Hoyt, Emily Keel, Lib 
Hutchby, Margaret Herring, Mary Jenne, Sue Merris, 
Vicki Ryder, Fran Schindler, Miriam Thompson, John 
Wagner and Ruth Zalph were among hundreds 
participating in the Global Strike events.   

We are facing a  
continuing 
global climate 
emergency, 
which led to a 
second climate 
strike on Dec 6.  
Protesters 
gathered at 
Peace and 
Justice Plaza in 

Chapel Hill and later in Durham.  The rallies were led by 
Sunrise Movement and Extinction Rebellion which have 
growing chapters in the Triangle.  There were many 
speakers and an emphasis on the need to pass the 
Green New Deal immediately.  WILPF members John 
Wagner, Larry Chadbourne and Liz Evans attended and 
have been involved with the organization of Extinction 
Rebellion.  You can support the Chapel Hill/Carrboro 
group by following on Facebook at Extinction Rebellion - 
Chapel Hill/Carrboro and attending their meetings. 
 

Ongoing Struggle Against White 

Supremacy – Emily Keel 
The Confederate monument in Pittsboro was ordered by 
the Chatham County Commissioners to be taken by the 
United Daughters of the Confederacy with a deadline of 
October 1.  When this did not happen, the weekend of Oct 
19 became a rallying time for white supremacists from NC 
and other states.  More than 150 anti-racists gathered and 
marched, facing racists for several hours, including Liz 
Evans, Mike Dixon, Mary Jenne, Miriam Thompson and 
Emily Keel.  As the day progressed, the white supremacists 
planted a Confederate flag across from a local public 
elementary school and used that as a focal point for their 
message.  Carrying guns, as several did, was considered 
legal on that private property.  After removal of the statue, 
Pittsboro has continued to be a gathering site for white 
supremacists; anti-racists in the community and 
surrounding areas are dedicated to opposing them.     

Please 
follow the 
Pittsboro 
actions on 
Facebook at 
Chatham 
Takes Action 
and show up 
to support 
the 
community 
as they try to rid themselves of this racial turmoil.  
 

 Additional controversy from the purveyors of racialized 
Civil War history came during the holidays.  The UNC 
system offered a Thanksgiving surprise in the form of a 
payment of $2.5 million of “non-state money” to the NC 
Sons of Confederate Veterans (SCV).  The decision, made by 
a Board of Governors' (BOG) committee, was designed to 
be rid of the monument Silent Sam. The payment was 
allegedly committed in order to settle a lawsuit against the 
university by the SCV and would allow the money to be 
spent for care and housing of the Confederate monument.  
However, a letter sent by the SCV leader indicated that the 
organization had previously been told that they had no 
standing to bring a suit and that they had no inkling that 
this vast amount of money would be given to them by the 
university.  On further investigation, it was learned that the 
university BOG had secretly negotiated with the SCV prior 
to initiation of their lawsuit and had also given $74,999 to 
the group to not hold events or display flags on university 
property.  And to be clear, the SCV has no recent history of 
having done these things unlike several other white 
supremacy groups. 
 

The public was immediately outraged by the news of this 
transaction.  Astonishing the public further was the 
revelation that the university president and BOG chair had 
signed off on the agreement before the Board approved 
the settlement, and a number of improprieties have since 
been exposed.  Students and faculty members of the UNC-
CH Hill campus filed a lawsuit which Judge Alan Baddour 
rejected.  There will, however, be further evaluation of the 
ability of the SCV to even bring a suit against the university 
by the court.  The parent company of the Daily Tar Heel, 
Carolina’s student newspaper, has filed suit against the 
BOG for violating open meeting laws.  There is much more 
to be discovered in this process by which the people's 
university committed money to an organization which 
promotes a universally discredited version of the Civil 
War.   

Liz Evans, Mike Dixon 

Jean Chapman, Emily Keel, Mary Jenne, Margaret 
Herring 
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Soils Collection, Libation and 

Remembrance Ceremony – Mary Jenne 
As part of the Orange County Community Remembrance 
Coalition (WILPF is a Coalition partner) activities to honor 
the life of Manly McCauley and remember his story and 
the manner of his death, members of Manly McCauley’s 
family, and community members, gathered on 
November 16, near the location of his lynching west of 
Chapel Hill in 1898. Led by Malika Mills and accompanied 
by the drumming of Mickey Mills, the group collected soil 
into jars to be sent to the Equal Justice Initiative in 
Montgomery, for display in the Legacy Museum. 
 

 
Photo credit Donn Young/300DPI Orange County Community Remembrance 
Coalition – Malika Mills, Danita Mason- Hogans   

The group then adjourned to Hickory Grove Missionary 
Baptist Church where they were joined by other 
community members to celebrate the memory of Manly 
McCauley through a Libation Ceremony, a “pouring of 
the spirits” (water which is life) onto the ground.  Malika 
Mills led the ceremony, again, accompanied by Mickey 
Mills drumming. Family members remembered and 
named their ancestor, Manly McCauley. Then all present 
were invited to remember and celebrate the life of an 
ancestor from whom they drew love and support.   
 

McCauley’s story was recounted by Mike Ogle, the 
Ebony Dancers performed a series of African-
inspired dances, and Gabrielle Daniels, from the 
Equal Justice Initiative, spoke.  For more info, 
www.occrc.org  
 

Environmental Justice! -Lib Hutchby, 
Margaret Herring, and Larry Chadbourne 
Environmental justice is essential to the present and our 
future.  Many opportunities to advocate and support in 
various ways arise every day.   In October and November, a 

sampling of what has happened since WILPF’s last 

newsletter includes the inspiring meeting October 18-19 of 
the 21st Annual Environmental Justice Network Summit in 
historic Franklinton Center at Bricks, near Whitakers, NC.  
Students presented research and poster abstracts; the film 
Right to Harm addressed the toxicity of Alcoa’s treatment of 
their employees and land around the plant in Badin, NC.  
Representatives of impacted communities gathered to share 
their truth, and to voice concerns to the panel of three 

government officials.  The keynote speaker who addressed 
the theme, “Reclaiming Our Power,” was Ash-Lee Woodard 
Henderson, Co-Executive Director, Highlander Center. 
Grateful for her energy and enthusiasm, we expect our 
visions for justice to significantly expand. 
 

For the past year, protesters have gathered every Friday, 8-
10am, on West Cameron Street in Chapel Hill across from 
UNC's coal plant.  Gary Richards, a Chapel Hill resident who 
lives nearby and has been concerned about the health 
impact in the immediate community, has spearheaded the 
weekly demonstration. Climate Reality Project has been 
involved in educating the public and demanding that UNC 
transition away from use of coal. WILPF member Larry 
Chadbourne recommends checking out upcoming 
gatherings and talks sponsored by organizations including: 
The Center for Biological Diversity, Chapel Hill Organization 
for Clean Energy, and the newly formed branch of 
Extinction Rebellion.  Protests continue every Friday. 
 

Other opportunities to participate included traveling to 

Oxendine Elementary School in Maxton, NC, November 15, 

where multiple organizations partnered to host a day of 

action, a teach-in regarding the proposed Liquid Natural 

Gas facility (LNG) that would place the school in a blast 

zone, hearing land-owners speak their truth about their 

terrible experiences with the corporation, and then we 

walked a mile to the site of the proposed LNG facility and 

were led in a prayer service by Native American residents. 

Greensboro Massacre: Lessons for Today 
- Lucy Lewis 
40 years ago, on 
November 3, 1979, an 
armed caravan of Ku Klux 
Klan and American Nazis 
drove into an African 
American neighborhood 
where demonstrators 
were gathering for an 
anti-Klan march.  Cesar 

Cauce, Mike Nathan, Bill 
Sampson, Sandi Smith, and Jim Waller–Communist Workers 
Party labor and community leaders - were murdered; 10 

Photo credit Emily O'Hare- Lucy Lewis, 
Nelson Johnson, Willena Cannon   

http://www.occrc.org/
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others were wounded.  A series of events were organized for 
the 40th Anniversary to remember those who were killed and 
to share the lessons of the Greensboro Massacre to help 

strengthen today’s movements, A number of Triangle 
WILPF members attended the October 12 Durham 
fundraiser for the commemorative and movement 
building events.  Lucy Lewis joined fellow survivors Rev. 
Nelson Johnson and Willena Cannon as speakers.  
 

Triangle WILPF members also travelled to Greensboro 
for the November 3 weekend including a community 
reading of Greensboro: A Requiem; an educational and 
movement-building conference; a graveside memorial 
service and interfaith memorial service.   To learn more 
www.greensboromassacrelessonstoday.org  
 

Labor United Against Circle K  
- Miriam Thompson  
On October 18 WILPF stood in solidarity with the Farm 
Labor Organizing Committee, National Lawyers Guild, 
Triangle Friends of Farmworkers and many others at the 

Circle K station in Durham.  But there is more that we can do. 
We can call 450-662- 6632, ext. 4112, the number for 
Laurence Leroux, Global Communications Advisor to Couche 
Tard, the parent company of Circle K whose gas stations we 
have been picketing, and demand they remove Reynolds 
Tobacco’s VUSE e-cigarettes from its shelves until Reynolds 
sits down and negotiates a decent and fair contract with Farm 
Labor Organizing Committee (FLOC) on behalf of farm laborers 
who work in Reynolds’ supply chain. Keep up the pressure. 
Call and get, friends and families to call as well. Spread the 
word!        
 

Poor People's Campaign Launches 

M.O.R.E. Tour – Emily Keel 
Poor People’s Campaign leaders Rev. Dr. William Barber 
and Rev. Dr. Liz Theoharis launched a new national 
drive to inspire our commitment to Mobilize, Organize, 

Register and 
Educate 
called the 
“We Must Do 
M.O.R.E. 
Tour”.    
 

On Sept 30, a 
march in 

Greensboro 
was followed 

by a mass meeting attended by WILPF members Lucy 
Lewis, Margaret Herring, Lib Hutchby, Mary Jenne, Jean 
Chapman, Vicki Ryder, Brenda Hines, Fran Schindler, 
Ruth Zalph and Emily Keel.  Hundreds of community 
members heard from a variety of activists who asked us 
to commit to the fight for a more just future.  
 

On June 20, 2020 we will gather from across the nation, 
meeting in Washington, DC where we will demonstrate 
our power.  Rev. Dr. Barber said “We will demand the 
implementation of our moral agenda and call all people 
of conscience to engage in deeply moral civic 
engagement and voting that cares about poor and low-
wealth people, the sick, immigrants, workers, the 
environment, people with disabilities, the LGBTQ 
community, and peace over war”.  WILPF members will 
recruit community members to travel to DC for this 
historic march and meeting.  To follow the campaign and 
book your seat on a bus, go to 
https://www.poorpeoplescampaign.org/about/   
 

WILPF’s weekly radio show, WILPF’s WAKE-UP CALL at  
Carrboro’s community-operated radio station, WCOM 
103.5 FM, features social justice newsmakers, elected 
officials, and community leaders.  The show airs every 
Wednesday at 5-6PM; you can also livestream   
www.wcom.org   The program is also broadcast on The 
Peoples Channel Tuesdays at noon, Thursdays at 10pm 
and Fridays at 6am– TWC Channel 8 in Chapel Hill, TWC 
Channel 4 in Carrboro and TWC 18 in Durham.  Now on 
YouTube at WILPF Wake Up Call 

 

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITY – Seeking volunteers to provide 
occasional back-up for filming - call Lori Hoyt, Program 
Coordinator – 984-999-0956 if interested in learning more. 

  
 

• Crew - Lori Hoyt, host and program coordinator 

• Emily O’Hare, videographer 

• Iris Schwitzer, soundboard  

Emily Keel, Lib Hutchby, Jean Chapman 

http://www.greensboromassacrelessonstoday.org/
https://www.poorpeoplescampaign.org/about/
http://www.wcom.org/
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=wilpf+wake+up+call
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CALENDAR 
*check Triangle WILPF FB page for other events as they develop or subscribe to our bi-weekly email calendar  

JANUARY 22: Conversations on Equity: Chapel Hill Public Library, 6:30 to 8:00pm, Dr. Susi Long, “We’ve Been 
Doing It Your Way Long Enough: Choosing the Culturally Relevant Classroom 
JANUARY 26 - Non-violent Direct Action Training and Know Your Rights presentation, Chapel Hill Public 
Library, 10am-2pm, sponsored by XRChapelboro 
FEBRUARY 8 – HKonJ (Historic Thousands on Jones Street) People’s Assembly and March, Raleigh 
“When We VOTE We WIN!”  Begin gathering at 8:30. Pre rally/ People’s Assembly at 9:30 corner of 
Wilmington and South Streets near Shaw University, 10:00 March begins followed by Rally/People’s 
Assembly. For more information, go to www.naacpnc.org  
 

NOTE:  WILPF does not meet in February – we always go to HKonJ the 2nd Saturday in February - Join us! 
  

 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
MEMBERSHIP TIME!  Join any time.  RENEWAL DUES are due each January. 

In these times, it is especially critical that we strengthen our collective voices and actions.  Join us! 
Triangle WILPF meets the 2nd Saturday of each month (except February and July), 10am-12noon, Chapel Hill Friends 
Meeting, 531 Raleigh Road, Chapel Hill.  Check out our WILPF Triangle FB page and website www.wilpftriangle.org  
 

Your local dues fund this newsletter, make our membership in WCOM & The People’s Channel possible and support our 
organizing.  National dues help make WILPF a strong national and international voice for peace & freedom.  Thank you!  
 

WILPF TRIANGLE DUES 
Sliding Scale:     $12-35 
Youth/Student: $5 
Make checks payable to: WILPF-Triangle 
Mail to: WILPF Triangle Branch 
c/o Margaret Herring 
201 NC 54, Apt 610 
Carrboro, NC 27510   
               
   

 
 

WILPF US DUES 
$35 
Annual dues can be paid online by going to: 
www.wilpfus.org and clicking Join/Renew Membership 
US dues will bring you the Peace & Freedom publication,  
voting rights for WILPF Board elections and support the 
work of Branches and Issue Committees nationwide as well 
the International WILPF Sections – please join to 
strengthen our national and international organization!   

WILPF c/o Lucy Lewis  
119 Oak Street 
Carrboro, NC 27510  

 

http://www.naacpnc.org/
http://www.wilpftriangle.org/
http://www.wilpfus.org/

